Consigned by Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL

**I SEVENTY**
(Illinois Eligible)
BAY COLT; Foaled March 24, 2011; Brand 2JB91
By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2

- **Cam’s Card Shark** p,4,1:50.2.
- **Duck Duck Goose** p,3,1:55.
- **On The Road Again** p,4,1:51.4.
- **Easy Love** p,3,1:59.2.

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam’s Card Shark p,3,1:50.2. Brother to ABA DABA DOO p,4,1:49.1 ($541,037); half-brother to ELUSIVE PREY p,4,1:51.2 ($778,081). Duneside Perch’s oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including DUNE IN RED (M) p,2,1:55.2, DEBI DUNE (M) p,2,1:57.4, DUNE RIGHT p,2,2:01h, FLYBABE (M) p,2,2:01h, ALIYAH MARIA (M) p,2,2:01f, KITTITAS p,2,2:01f, Greg And Flex, etc.

1st Dam

**THRUWAY HERSHEY** p,2,1:58; 4,1:51 ($147,803) by **On The Road Again** p,4,1:51.4. 21 wins. At 2, winner 4 races and winner NY-Bred LC (leg) at Saratoga and race timed 1:57.1. At 3, third in Comforter Series, (leg) at The Meadowlands; A1, 1/2 (3-4-9) with seasonal earnings of $96,162 with wins in 1:51.1, 1:51.3, 1:52.1 and 1:52.1 and winner Open at The Meadowlands (over Cami Whitestockings); second in Open LC (leg; third in leg) at Garden State Park. At 4, paced 5 miles in 1:52 or faster. At 5, winner Open at Rosecroft; second in 1:50 Open LC and Preferred at Rosecroft; third in Open and Open LC (leg) at The Meadowlands. Dam of 7 of racing age, 5 winners. Dam of:

- **MATT HERSHEY** p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:53.1; 1:52h (h, Life Sign) ($447,929). 54 wins. At 2, 7 (2-3-0) and race timed 1:55. At 3, winner 6 races and winner Meadows LC (2 legs and Final) and NJSS at The Meadowlands; third in Matt’s Scooter Series (leg) at The Meadowlands and race timed 1:51.4. At 4, second in Clyde Hirt Series (leg; third in leg) and in Preferred at Yonkers and race timed 1:50.3.

- **QUEEN-LIZ HERSHEY** p,2,Q2:09.4h; 3,2:00h; 1:53.4f (m, Cambest) ($83,504). 18 wins. At 2, winner only start (qualifying). At 3, race timed 1:56.3f.

- **PIPER HERSHEY** p,3,1:58.1f; 4,1:58f (g, Life Sign) ($15,236). 5 wins. At 3, race timed 1:57.4f.

- **MACKENZIE HERSHEY** p,2,Q2:04.4h; 3,Q2:03.1h; 4,1:57.3f (g, Jenna’s Beach Boy) ($7,942). 4 wins. At 3, race timed 1:59.2.

- **INDIANA PACER** p,2,Q2:59.2 (h, Whataartist). Now 3, racing and race timed 1:55.1.

2nd Dam

**EASY LOVIN** p,3,1:59.2 ($15,439) by **Sonsam** p,3,1:53.2. 3 wins. At 3, second in NYSS at Monticello; Comforter S. (leg) at The Meadowlands and FreeState LC (leg). At 3, race timed 1:57.2. Dam of 10 living foals of racing age, 8 winners. Dam of:

- **THRUWAY HERSHEY** p,2,1:58; 4,1:51 ($147,803). 21 wins. As above.

- **SEA GULL HERSHEY** p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:53.1; 4,1:52 (h, Western Hanover) ($318,793). 36 wins. At 2, 5 (1-2-1) and second in PASS at The Meadows, race timed 1:55. At 3, second in Matt’s Scooter S. (leg) at The Meadowlands; third in Keystone Classic. At 4, third in Fox Sports Net S. (leg) at The Meadowlands and race timed 1:50.3. At 5, winner 4 Opens; second in 4 Opens and 2 Preferreds; third in 5 Opens and 3 Preferreds, all at The Meadowlands. At 6, winner 6 Opens and 1 Preferred; second in 4 Opens and 2 Preferreds; third in an Open and Preferred, all at The Meadows; third in an Invitational at Scioto; At 7, winner 2 Opens and a Preferred; second in an Open and 2 Preferreds, all at The Meadows; second in an Invitational at Freehold; third in an Open and 2 Preferreds at The Meadowlands.

- **SHY BOY HERSHEY** p,3,1:56.2f; 4,1:55.4f (g, Ball And Chain) ($30,444). 25 wins.

- **MISS KITTY HERSHEY** p,2,2:02h; 3,1:58f (g, Cambest) ($17,466). 4 wins.

- **LAAG HERSHEY** p,3,2:00.2h; 1:58.2f (g, Laag) ($77,345). 18 wins. At 2, race timed 2:01.4

- **ROCKETTE HERSHEY** p,3,2:00.3f; 4,2:00f (m, Pacific Rocket) ($9,425). 2 wins. At 3, race timed 1:58.4f. At 4, winner Meadows LC (leg; third in 2 legs). Dam of **VAN ZANT** p,1:51.2 ($121,266) and **ASTRO HERSHEY** p,3,1:56.3f. 

3rd Dam

**GENTLE MISS** p,2,2:02f; 3,2:01; 1:56.2 ($251,329) by Adice Vic p,3,1:56.3. 29 wins. At 2, second in leg of Roosevelt Raceway Peticat Series; third in Breeder Filly S. Dam of 7 foals, 5 winners, including:

- **DEAR ME** p,3,1:55.2 (m, Laag) ($71,659). 13 wins. At 3, winner leg of Mohawk Raceway Princess Series; second in Scarlet O’Hara P. elim. Dam of **SILVER SEVEN** p,3,1:53.5 ($341,765). **VELVET N PEARLS** p,1:52.4 ($85,448). **LONSOMESE CAT** p,3,1:53.2. **LADY BUCKSHOT** p,3,1:56.3; **SEVEN DIGITS** p,3,1:58.2f; etc.

ENGAGEMENTS